
For the attention of Mr Marius Kohl 

Administration des Contributions Directes 
Bureau d'lmposition Societes VI 
18, rue du Fort Wedell 
L-2982 Luxembourg 

8 October 2008 

References: GPVOWE/EEAE/ A23208002M-VNSE 

Schroders I Asia Pacific Land Group 
Japanese Real Estate Fund FCP SIF 

MasterLuxCo: in the process of incorporation 
BottomLuxCo: in the process of incorporation 

Dear Mr Kohl, 

PriccwaterbouscCoopcrs 
Socictc 11 rcsponsabillte limitcc 
Rcviscur d'cntrcpriscs 
400, route d'Esch 
B.P. 1443 
L-1014 Luxembourg 
Telephone 1-3 52 494848-1 
Facsimile +352 494848-2900 
www.pwc.com/lu 
info@lu.pwc.com 

At the request and on behalf of our above client, we are pleased to submit for your review 
and approval the Luxembourg tax treatment of the following financing and holding 
structure. 

The finance and holding structure includes profit participating loans ("PPL") used by 
Luxembourg Soparfis to hold and finance the acquisition of Japanese real estate 
investments, generally held via Japanese Tokutei Mokuteki Kaisha ("TMK") entities. 

A Background 

Schroders is a global fund management company with some EUR 190 billion 
under management at 31 December 2007, and is listed on the London Stock 
Exchange. With one of the largest network of offices of any dedicated asset 
management company, it has 38 offices in 28 countries. Schroders has over 900 
investors in its property funds including pension schemes, charities, life 
companies, governmental bodies, banks, property companies, private trusts and 
individuals from across the globe. 
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2 Schroders has been investing in European real estate via its Luxembourg 
company (i.e. in France, Netherlands, Italy, etc.) and is now intending to manage 
investments in Japan. 

3 For the current projected structure, Schroders plans to sponsor a fund jointly with 
Asia Pacific Land Group, a Hong Kong based real estate and asset management 
company with significant operations and experience in the Japanese real estate 
market. 

4 As shown m the chart below, the financing and holding structure will be as 
follows: 
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5 The structure can be summarised as follows: 

• Schroders will set up a Luxembourg FCP ("the Fund"), ownmg 
Master Lux Co 100%. 

• The Fund will grant a JPY-denominated PPL to finance MasterLuxCo, 
giving rise to a 0.5% fixed interest coupon and variable interest of 90% of 
adjusted accounting profits. This PPL will be used to invest in 
BottomLuxCo, to finance PPL on-lending to BottomLuxCo, to invest in 
equity in a Japanese company ("GK/KK") and to make a JPY-denominated 
Fixed Interest Loan ("FIL") to the GK/KK. 

• MasterLuxCo will grant a JPY-denominated PPL to finance BottomLuxCo, 
giving rise to fixed interest of 0.5% and vaiiable interest of 100% of 
adjusted accounting profits but which is otherwise on the same terms as the 
PPL financing MasterLuxCo. This PPL will be used by BottomLuxCo to 
invest in Japanese TMKs. 

• A separate BottomLuxCo may be used for each TMK invested in. 

6 The principal tenns of the above PPLs are described in Appendix l. 

7 The structure described above might also be applied for further investments in 
Japan by Schroders. Such a structure would likely involve a parallel structure 
corresponding to (and extremely similar to) that involving the Fund, 
MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo. Contingent to your agreement to our tax 
analysis below, we will provide you with a notification letter in case further 
transactions of the same nature are made. 
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B Applicable tax regime 

B.1 Luxembourg tax residency 

8 MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo are fully taxable Luxembourg limited liability 
companies and will be tax resident in Luxembourg within the meaning of the 
tax treaties concluded by Luxembourg and within the meaning of article 159 of 
the Luxembourg Income Tax Law (hereafter "LITL") as their shareholders' 
meetings and board meetings take place in Luxembourg and as their 
accounting and archives are kept in Luxembourg. Consequently, tax residency 
ce11ificates will be delivered upon request. 

B.2 Profit participating loans ("PPL") 

9 The PPLs granted to MasterLuxCo and to BottomLuxCo will be qualified as 
debt for both corporate income tax purposes and net wealth tax purposes, and 
interest thereon will in principle be fully tax deductible in accordance with 
article 45 (1) of the Luxembourg Income Tax Law (hereafter "LITL"), unless 
article 45 (2) LITL or article 166 (5) LITL is applicable. Furthermore, no 
interest will be subject to any withholding tax that would apply were deemed 
dividends to arise. (see Appendix 2 for detailed tax analysis) 

B.3 Financing activities 

10 MasterLuxCo will be in an effective back-to-back position with respect to the 
PPL granted to BottomLuxCo and in an economically linked position with 
respect to its equity investments in BottomLuxCo and the Japanese GK/KK 
entities all financed with the top PPL. BottomLuxCo will be in an 
economically linked position with respect to all the equity investments in the 
TMK financed with the bottom PPL. The whole financing activities of 
MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo will therefore fall outside the calculation of 
the 85: 15 debt-to-equity ratio and no interest thereon wi 11 be re-characterized 
as a deemed dividend (see Appendix 2 for detailed tax analysis). 

11 Taking into account the fact that neither MasterLuxCo nor BottomLuxCo bears 
a high risk, the remuneration eamcd by MasterLuxCo will be considered as 
being at arm's length and the interest payable as fully tax deductible, given that 
10% of the net income principally consisting of PPL and FIL interest received 
(after all Luxembourg overhead costs) derived from its investments will be 
retained by MasterLuxCo and will thus be subject to corporate income tax and 
municipal business tax at the applicable aggregate tax rate in the hands of 
Master Lux Co. 
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12 Overheads and all PPL interest expenses will be allocated pro-rata to each type 
of income source. No further spread will be left at the level of the 
BottomLuxCo on PPLs economically linked to investments they finance. 

13 In computing this tax liability, in order to allow a practicable basis of 
calculation of variable interest on the PPL, the approach adopted in accounting 
for distributions and dividends received by MasterLuxCo or BottomLuxCo will 
be as follow: withholding tax suffered on receipts will be regarded as an 
expense (irrespective of whether net taxable income has arisen or not in the 
period), and no tax credit will be deducted from the tax liability on the net 
income retained by MasterLuxCo or BottomLuxCo. " ' 

;l 
B.4 Participation exemption regimes 

B.4.1 Participations of BottomLuxCo in TMKs -.; 

14 A TMK is a special purposes Japanese company formed unde~Me~~ap~e 
amended Securitisation Law of 1998, and is thus eligible to attain certain tax 
privileges in Japan. 

15 As a TMK can obtain an advantageous income tax rate in Japan, it may fail the 
Luxembourg "subject to tax" conditions of article 166(2)2. LITL for 
determining whether the participation exemption regime can apply, which 
requires that the foreign tax must be assessed at a minimum rate of 11 % on a 
taxable basis dete1mined similarly to the Luxembourg one. 

16 Accordingly, any distribution derived by BottomLuxCo from its shareholdings 
in any TMK should not benefit from the participation exemption regime on 
dividends given under article 166 LITL. 

17 Any capital gain realised upon the disposal by BottomLuxCo of its 
shareholdings in any TMK should not benefit from the participation exemption 
regime on capital gains given under the Grand Ducal decree dated 21 
December 2001 implementing article 166 LITL. 

18 Luxembourg tax resident companies are subject to net wealth tax at the rate of 
0.5% assessed on 1 January each year on the basis of their net operating assets, 
determined in accordance with the Property and Securities Valuation Act. 

19 The shareholdings in any TMK will not be exempt from net wealth tax in the 
hands ofBottomLuxCo by virtue of article 60 of the Law on Valuation. 
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B.4.2 Participations of MasterLuxCo in GKIKK 

20 GK/KK is a Japanese capital company that would pass the 11 % tax rate 
threshold amongst the other criteria for qualifying participation exemption in 
Luxembourg. Hence, any dividend paid by the GKJKK to MasterLuxCo will be 
exempt from Luxembourg corporate income tax, provided that all the 
conditions for qualifying the participation exemption are met. 

21 Having said that, according to the general principles in Luxembourg income 
tax law which deny the deductibility of expenses connected to exempt income, 
charges incurred during the year in which the dividend is received and which 
are connected to the exempt participation are not deductible. 

B.5 Foreign exchange 

22 The accounts of MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo will all be denominated in 
JPY. These Luxembourg entities will not invest directly or indirectly in 
territories using EUR. 

23 MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo will all be able, since their inception, to 
benefit from a functional currency regime whereby they can hold their 
accounts in JPY, so that no taxable foreign exchange differences not appearing 
in any of their accounts will arise. The taxable profits of MasterLuxCo and 
BottomLuxCo will be computed in JPY, the net result will be converted into 
EUR at the closing date, and tax liabilities will be denominated and settled in 
EUR. 

24 A consequence of this treatment will be that, when a JPY-denominated PPLs 
and FIL are repaid, no foreign exchange gain or loss will be recorded in the 
accounts, nor will any foreign exchange gain or loss be taxable or deductible. 
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We respectfully request that you confirm the tax treatment of the above structure or that 
you provide us with your remarks, if any and we remain at your disposal for any further 
information you may need. 

Yours sincerely, 

Geraldine Piat 
Partner 

Appendices: 

Appendix 1: PP Ls - principal terms 
Appendix 2: Detailed tax analysis 
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Le prepose c. u bureau 
d 'impositi01 Societes 6 

Marill Koltl 

Luxembourg, le 2 2 0 CT. 2008 

711is tax agreement is based on the facts as presented to Priclikaterhou.seCoopers Sari as at the dare the ad11ice was gfren. 711e 

agreement is dependent 011 specific facts and circumstances and 111~ not be appropriate to another party than the one for which ii was 

prepared. 171is tax agreement was prepared with only the interesLr o/'prhroders I Asia Pacific /,and Group in mind, cmd was not pla11ned 

or carried out in conremplation of any use by any orher party. PriccwaterhouseCoopers Sari. its partners. employees and or age111s, 

neither owe 11or accepl any dwy of care or any responsibility to any orher party, wherher 111 co11tn1c1 or in rort (including without 

/imitation. 11egligence or breach of s/a/lltory duty) however arising. and shall 1101 be liable in respect of any loss. damage or expense of 

whatever nature which is caused to any other party. 
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Appendix 1 

PPLs - Principal Terms 

The PPL facility issued by MasterLuxCo to the Fund will have, inter alia, the following 
terms and conditions: 

• The PPL will be JPY denominated. 

• The PPL will bear two types of interest: fixed interest and variable interest. 

• The PPL will bear a mandatory fixed rate of interest of 0.5% p.a. 

• The PPL will bear a variable interest rate per annwn, that will be 90% of the 
adjusted accounting profit of the borrower (i.e. MasterLuxCo), this being the net 
accounting profit for each accounting year or period for statutory purposes for the 
borrower before Luxembourg tax, with any foreign withholding tax suffered by the 
borrower being recorded as an expense, before calculation of the variable interest 
charge on the PPL, and after deduction of any losses brought forward ("Vaiiable 
Interest"). Furthermore, the adjusted accounting profit will include any gains or 
losses made on any part or full disposal of any of MasterLuxCo's participations in 
the GK/KK and BottomLuxCo or of the bottom PPL. 

• Variable interest can be prepaid during the accounting year to which it relates. 

• The principal of the PPL along with any accrued but unpaid interest is due at 
maturity which will be less than 49 years. The PPL will however be repayable pro
rata immediately Master Lux Co derives proceeds from any full or part disposal of any 
participation in the GK/KK and BottomLuxCo or of the bottom PPL. 

• The lender is not entitled to any voting rights in the borrower. 

• The lender is not entitled to participate in any surplus profits upon liquidation. 

If bottom PPLs are issued by BottomLuxCo to MasterLuxCo, these will have, inter alia, 
the following terms and conditions: 

• Bottom PPL will be JPY denominated. 

• Bottom PPL will bear two types of interest as desciibed below: 

- A mandatory fixed rate of interest of 0.5% p.a. on the outstanding balance of the 
bottom PPL; and 

- A variable interest amounting to 100% of the Adjusted Accounting Profits of the 
borrower for the relevant accounting year. 
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The Adjusted Accounting Profit of the borrower (i.e. BottomLuxCo) is to be calculated as 
the net accounting profit for each accounting year or period for statutory purposes for the 
borrower before Luxembourg tax, with any foreign withholding tax suffered by the 
borrower being recorded as an expense, before calculation of the variable interest charge 
on the bottom PPL, and after deduction of the mandatory fixed interest and any losses 
brought forward. 

Furthermore, the adjusted accounting profit will include any gains or losses made on any 
part or full disposal of any of the BottornLuxCo's participations in the TMK. 

• Variable interest can be prepaid during the accounting year to which it relates. 

• The principal of each PPL along with any accrued but unpaid interest is at maturity 
which will be less than 49 years. The PPL will however be repayable pro-rata 
immediately BottomLuxCo derives proceeds from any full or part disposal of any 
participation in the TMK. 

• The lender is not entitled to any voting rights in the borrower. 

• The lender is not entitled to participate in any surplus profits upon liquidation. 
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Appendix 2 

DETAILED TAX ANALYSIS 

1 Tax Classification as debt 

As the principal amount of the loans is repayable before the reimbursement of the 
companies share capital, and though the PPL between the Fund and MasterLuxCo does not 
bear any minimum fixed interest rate, the profit participating loans should continue to be 
treated as debts for Luxembourg tax purposes. 

Consequently, both the PPL between the Fund and MasterLuxCo and the bottom PPL will 
be qualified as debt for both net wealth tax purposes and for corporate income tax purposes 
and interest thereon will be deductible under the same conditions as apply to fixed interest 
debts, notably the application of the article 45(2) LITL and article 166(5) LITL. 

2 Characterisation of PPL interest payments 

Experts have examined the possibility that the definition of "dividends" given by the 
Luxembourg income tax law could include payment qualified as interest. According to 
their analysis, the key criteria to qualify a payment as a dividend, rather than interest1 are: 

(i) the entitlement to ongoing profit (including profit reserves); and 
(ii) the entitlement to the liquidation proceeds. 

Under this interpretation, the payment of an amount not relating to the profit of the 
borrower, nor to its liquidation proceeds, may not be considered as a dividend. 

In the case at hand, the PPL variable rate of interest will be dependent on the income 
realised by MasterLuxCo or the BottomLuxCo before Luxembourg tax (and not on the 
profit after tax), and therefore, any such interest payments will be treated as interest for 
Luxembourg tax purposes and as a consequence exempt from withholding tax (see below). 

1 A. Steichen, "Precis de droit fiscal de l'entreprise," Editions Saint-Paul, 2002, Section 700 and following, 

p. 342. 
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3 Withholding tax treatment on PPL interest payments 

Both Article 146(1 )-3 and 164(2) of the LITL provide for the application of a withholding 
tax upon payment of interest arising from participating bonds or other similar securities. 
Interest payments are only subject to a 15% withholding tax in Luxembourg if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

• The loan is structured in the form of bonds or other similar securities; and 

• As well as the fixed interest, supplementary interest varying according to the amount 
of profits otherwise distributed is paid, unless the said supplementary interest is 
stipulated simultaneously with a momentary decrease of the fixed interest. 

In the present case, the debts are structured as profit participating loans (not profit 
participating bonds) and the participating interest does not depend on distributed profit. 
Therefore, interest on the PPLs paid by MasterLuxCo to the Fund or by BottomLuxCo to 
MasterLuxCo will not be subject to any withholding tax. 

In addition, Articles 97 (1) 2 and 146 (1) 2 LITL provide for a withholding tax when a 
profit participating return is paid to a silent partner ("bailleur de fonds"). The PPL holders 
cannot be assimilated to silent partners within the meaning of the above-mentioned 
provisions. Indeed, there is no common interest/goal between the PPL holder and the 
borrowing company. 

Based on the above, no withholding tax on investment income will be due on interest paid 
under any of the PP Ls (be it either on the ground of article 146 ( 1) 3 LITL or of article 146 
(1) 2 LITL). 

4 Debt-to-equity ratio 

Generally, according to Luxembourg practice, a debt-to-equity ratio of 85: 15 needs to be 
respected by a company investing in participations. Any interest paid in excess of the 
applicable ratio should be qualified as dividends and subject to a 15% withholding tax for 
the purposes of article 146 LITL. 

However, MasterLuxCo will be in an effective back-to-back position regarding the PPL 
granted to BottomLuxCo and will in an economically linked position with respect to its 
equity investments in BottomLuxCo and GK/KK. financed by the PPL. Furthermore, the 
overall equity investments made by BottomLuxCo in the TMK will be regarded as 
connected with the PPL financing of BottomLuxCo. This is economically speaking clearly 
the case: if the investments made by MasterLuxCo and by BottomLuxCo do well, they will 
pay out a very significant element of their income as interest on the PPLs, and if the 
investments do badly, only fixed interest has to be paid on the PPLs. Furthermore, the 
PPLs provide for limited recourse by the lender against the assets financed by the PPLs. 
The principal amount of the PP Ls outstanding will also be (partially) reimbursed in case of 
(a partial) exit from or of the investments financed. MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo will 
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therefore be in a connected position between the PPLs and all the investments financed by 
the PPLs. 

As a consequence, the entire financing activities of MasterLuxCo and BottomLuxCo will 
fall outside the calculation of the 85: 15 debt-to-equity ratio. Hence, none of the interest 
paid by MasterLuxCo or BottomLuxCo on the PPLs will be re-characterized as a deemed 
dividend and all the interest paid by MasterLuxCo or BottomLuxCo on the PPLs will, in 
principle, be fully deductible for corporate tax purposes and will not be subject to any 
dividend withholding tax. 
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